
  

Subboxing for independent
 treatment of asymmetric units 



  

Let us first create a tutorial folder:

dtutorial tsubsym

As you know, this tutorial will create inside the folder tsubsym a series of elements (template, data set,
real table that aligns the data, an approximative table...) 

The template by default reproduces a synthetically generated phantom for a thermosome particle
with symmetry C8.

In this case, the “data particles”, which are random orientations of this template will be perfectly 
symmetric by construction, but in real life the symmetry will not be perfect. Imposition of the symmetry
will be a good tool to approach the solution, but finer refinement might benefit from  the relaxation
of this constraint and the treatment of all subunits stemming from one particle as separated entities.

Subboxing and symmetry



  dsym_point [18,18,18] c8 size 40 show sketch

A basic tool to visualize the behavior of symmetrical repeats is dsym_point 



  

dsym_point [23,10,27] c8 -template tsubsym/original_template.em -show template;



  

But attention! As we have used a symmetry, the  “subboxing data folder” will have more particles
than the original data folder (64 = 8 original particles x 8 symmetrical repeats).

In order to keep a reasonable bookkeeping, the new particles are renumbered 

Lets perform a subboxing to extract all the asymmetric subunits separately: 

clicked center of an assymetric unit
Symmetry used to compute the positions
of the symmetry-related subunits

Resulting subboxing folder
containing cropped data (“subparticles”)
corresponding to the subunits.



  

The particles have been 
renumbered in the new folder.

By default the renumbering
starts at zero.

(use flag “first_tag” for different
settings)



  

But the “subparticles” still 
remember from which
“original particle” they 
were cropped.

It is recorded in column 31
(“otag” property in a table)

this eight subparticles
 in the subboxing folder
(tags 9 to 16)
come from the same 
particle (with  tag “5”)
in the original folder



  

How does the new data of subunits  look like?

It is a regular Dynamo data folder, where all the created
files obey the naming convention.

This means that you can operate on this folder all the
functions foreseen for data viewing or browsing, as:

● dgallery
● dslices
● ddinfo
● ddbrowse

Let us try this one:

ddbrowse t symsubs/subbox_table.tbl d  symsubs/data

which will open the figure on the right:

After filling the valies as indicated, press [show] to get
a snapshot on all the particles (tags 1:64)
aligned with the table 

Switch this button on to indicate that the particles
need to be aligned (according to the table),
otherwise unaligned particles will be shown.



  

In the new data set, the “particles” are centered on each subunit 



  

Now that you have data and table, you can create an appropriate project.

* The subcropping sidelength here is probably too big: 
  in a real experiment you  would probably repeat the subboxing command with 
  a smaller sidelength

* Remember that you can use the tool dynamo_vpr_subboxing to ease the creation
  projects in subboxing folders.
  This is however not strictly necessary.
  



  
dsym_point [23,10,27] c8 size 40 t tsubsym/coarse.tbl d tsubsym/data tag 5 show particle;

Note that you can check where the subboxing centes of the subunits are on each of the data particles:

original tutorial folder

produces a density map
visualization for a 
particle (instead of a 
template)
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